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Nuclear structure functions

Incoherent scattering from nucleons in nucleus A  (x     0)�

WA
µν(P, q) =

�
d4pTr

�
�A(P, p) · �WN

µν(p, q)
�A����k ,q ��i�q2���k���k2�m2����q�

�2�k��kq���k��kq����, �8c�

A�����k ,q ���im�q2g��g���2q��k�g���k�g����.
�8d�

Here k is the interacting quark four-momentum, and m is its

mass. We use the notation ���kq������k
�q�. �The com-

plete forward scattering amplitude would also contain a

crossed photon process which we do not consider here, since

in the subsequent model calculations we focus on valence

quark distributions.� The function H(k ,p) represents the soft
quark-nucleon interaction. Since one is calculating the

imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude, the inte-

gration over the quark momentum k is constrained by �
functions which put both the scattered quark and the nonin-

teracting spectator system on-mass-shell:

dk̃�
d4k

�2��4
2����k�q �2�m2�2����p�k �2�mS

2�

�k2�m2�2
,

�9�

where mS
2�(p�k)2 is the invariant mass squared of the

spectator system.

Taking the trace over the quark spin indices we find

Tr�Hr����A���H
��A����H

��, �10�

where H� and H�� are vector and tensor coefficients, respec-

tively. The general structure of H� and H�� can be deduced

from the transformation properties of the truncated nucleon

tensor Ĝ�� and the tensors A��� and A���� . Namely, from

A���* (k ,q)�A���(k ,q) and A���( k̃ , q̃)��A���(k ,q), we

have

H��p ,k ���PH�� p̃ , k̃ �P†, �11a�

H��p ,k ���TH�� p̃ , k̃ �T †�*, �11b�

H��p ,k ���0H
�†�p ,k ��0 . �11c�

Similarly, since A����* (k ,q)�A����(k ,q) and A
����( k̃ , q̃ )

�A����(k ,q), one finds

H���p ,k ��PH��� p̃ , k̃ �P†, �12a�

H���p ,k ����TH��� p̃ , k̃ �T†�*, �12b�

H���p ,k ���0H
��†�p ,k ��0 . �12c�

With these constraints, the tensors H� and H�� can be pro-

jected onto Dirac and Lorentz bases as follows:

H��p��5�p” g1�k”g2��k��5�p” g3�k”g4�
�i�5���p

�k��p�g5�k�g6�����5g7

�i�5����p�g8�k�g9�, �13a�

H����p�k��p�k�����p
�k� f 1��p�����p�����

��p� f 2�k� f 3���k�����k������p� f 4�k� f 5�

���� f 6������p
�k��5�p” f 7�k” f 8�

�������5�
��p� f 9�k� f 10�, �13b�

where the functions g1•••9 and f 1•••10 are scalar functions of
p and k .

Performing the integration over k in Eq. �7� and using
Eqs. �13�, we obtain expressions for the truncated structure
functions G (i) in terms of the nonperturbative coefficient

functions f i and gi . The explicit forms of these are given in

Appendix I. From Eq. �4� we then obtain the leading twist
contributions to the truncated nucleon tensor Ĝ�� . It is im-

portant to note that at leading twist the non-gauge-invariant

contributions to Ĝ�� vanish, so that the expansion in Eq. �4�
is the most general one which is consistent with the gauge

invariance of the hadronic tensor.

III. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

Our discussion of polarized deep-inelastic scattering from

nuclei is restricted to the nuclear impulse approximation, il-

lustrated in Fig. 1. Nuclear effects which go beyond the im-

pulse approximation include final state interactions between

the nuclear debris of the struck nucleon �17�, corrections due
to meson exchange currents �18–20� and nuclear shadowing
�see �21–24� and references therein�. Since we are interested
in the medium- and large-x regions, coherent multiple scat-

tering effects, which lead to nuclear shadowing for x�0.1,
will not be relevant. In addition, it has been argued �6� that
meson exchange currents are less important in polarized

deep-inelastic scattering than in the unpolarized case since

their main contribution comes from pions.

Within the impulse approximation, deep-inelastic scatter-

ing from a polarized nucleus with spin 1/2 or 1 is then de-

scribed as a two-step process, in terms of the virtual photon-

nucleon interaction, parametrized by the truncated

antisymmetric nucleon tensor Ĝ��(p ,q), and the polarized

nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude Â(p ,P ,S). The anti-

FIG. 1. DIS from a polarized nucleus in the impulse approxima-

tion. The nucleus, virtual nucleon, and photon momenta are denoted

by P , p , and q , respectively, and S stands for the nuclear spin

vector. The upper blob represents the truncated antisymmetric

nucleon tensor Ĝ�� , while the lower one corresponds to the polar-

ized nucleon-nucleus amplitude Â .
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A

N

truncated (off-shell) nucleon tensor

�WN
µν(p, q) = gµν

�
I �W0 + �p�W1 + �q�W2

�

bound nucleon “structure functions”

(off-shell) nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude

�A(P, p) = I AS + γα Aα
V

nuclear amplitudes include sum
over residual A-1 nuclear states

+ · · ·

+ iεµναβq
α(pβ(p/γ5 �G0 + q/γ5 �G1) + γβγ5 �G2) + · · ·
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Nuclear structure function given by sum of three terms

cannot be written as 1-dimensional convolutions:

⇒
factorization of amplitudes
      factorization of structure functions

Taking selective on-shell limits, one can identify 
convolution component plus off-shell corrections

WM, Schreiber, Thomas, PRD 49, 1183 (1994)

Nuclear structure functions

nucleon (light-cone) momentum distribution
(“smearing function”)

gA1 =

�
d4p

�
p · qAV · p �G0 + AV · q (p · q �G1 + �G2)

�

gA1 =
�

N

fN/A ⊗ gN1 + δ(off)gA1
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xgAi (x,Q
2) =

�

N

�
dy

y
fN
ij (y, γ)xg

N
j (x/y,Q2) i, j = 1, 2

fN
ij (y, γ) =

�
d3p

(2π)3
DN

ij (ε,p, γ) δ
�
y − 1− ε+ γpz

M

�

Nuclear structure functions

Alternatively, expand in powers of p         and binding energy         
      Weak Binding Approximation (WBA)

2/M2

Spin-dependent smearing functions

where 

y =
p · q
P · q =

p0 + γpz
M

γ = |q|/q0 =
�
1 + 4M2x2/Q2

and N light-cone momentum fraction
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etc.

D11 = F1 +
3− γ2

6γ2
(3�p2z − 1)F2 +

pz
3γ

(3F1 + 2F2)

+
p2

M2

(3− γ2)�p2z − 1− γ2

12γ2
(3F1 − F2)

He structure functions3

For  He, nuclear functions       given in terms of 
components of   He spectral function

3 Dij
3

where spectral function is defined as

P(ε,p,S) =
1

2

�
F0I + F1σ · S+ F2

�
p̂ip̂j −

1

3
δij

�
Siσj

�

spin-averaged spin-dependent
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Fp
1,2 = Fp(cont)

1,2 (E,p) + Fp(d)
1,2 (p) δ(E + ε3He − εd)

Fn
1,2 = Fn(cont)

1,2 (E,p)

He structure functions3

Proton and neutron contributions differ qualitatively

deuteron pole contributes
~ 60% to normalization!

Normalizations

number sum rules

average N polarization

�
d3p

(2π)3
FN

2 =
9

2
�Tziσi�N

�
d3p

(2π)3
FN

1 = �σz�N

tensor polarization

�
d3p

(2π)3
Fp(n)

0 = 2 (1)
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Fp
1,2 = Fp(cont)

1,2 (E,p) + Fp(d)
1,2 (p) δ(E + ε3He − εd)

Fn
1,2 = Fn(cont)

1,2 (E,p)

He structure functions3

Proton and neutron contributions differ qualitatively

deuteron pole contributes
~ 60% to normalization!

Nucleon polarizations

�σz�n = PS − 1

3
(PD − PS�) ≈ 0.86− 0.89

�σz�p = −2

3
(PD − PS�) ≈ (−0.04)− (−0.06)
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Smearing functions

Kulagin, WM, PRC 78, 065203 (2008)

effectively more smearing for larger x or lower Q 2

n
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Smearing functions

Kulagin, WM, PRC 78, 065203 (2008)

n

diagonal smearing functions      off-diagonal�
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Smearing functions

p

Kulagin, WM, PRC 78, 065203 (2008)

proton smearing functions      neutron�
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He structure functions3

significant smearing, especially in resonance region
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He structure functions3
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He structure functions3

nuclear model dependence not strong
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He structure functions3

Effective polarizations

fN
ii (y, γ) → �σz�N δ(y − 1)

fN
i �=j(y, γ) → 0

assumes nuclear corrections independent of x and Q2

g
3
He

1
→ �σz�p gp1 + �σz�n gn1
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He structure functions3

effective polarization model breaks down for large x / low W
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Outlook

JLab Angular Momentum (“JAM”) collaboration*

JAM collaboration: P. Jimenez-Delgado, A. Accardi, WM (theory) + JLab Halls A, B, C (expt.)
http://www.jlab.org/jam

*

initial focus on helicity PDFs;  later expand scope to TMDs

New global analysis of spin-dependent PDFs dedicated
to large-x, moderate-Q  region2

Analysis of asymmetries ongoing

completed this summer
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